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Academician D.S. Likhachev wrote: «One 
should learn to speak fl uently, quietly, refi nely for a 
long time and attentively by listening, memorizing, 
observing, reading and studying. Our speech is the 
most important part of both our behavior and per-
sonality, our soul and mind, our ability to resist the 
environmental infl uences, if it is «addictive». 

In other words, the whole long-term work on 
the development of the linguistic personality is ac-
companied by the formation of the orthoepic speech 
culture, but it is not some fi nal stage of this work. 

Bilingual persons’ Russian speech is character-
ized by the phonetic interference. The negative fac-
tors of the internal order include the complexity of 
the Russian language system for Dagestan people 
and the interfering effect of bilingual persons’ na-
tive language. The subordinative bilingualism car-
riers’ speech exhibits the following phenomena of 
the orthoepic interference: 

– failure to distinguish the consonant softness-
hardness and vowels after them и and ы: опити 
«опыты», страни «страны»; 

– confusion of о, у vowels: мукрый «мокрый», 
устрый «острый», and hypercorrection as well: 
модрая «мудрая», остно «устно»; 

– absent of reduction of the unstressed vowels, 
that is the equally full vowels pronunciation in all 
word syllables; 

– replacement of the vowels, advanced to the 
zone of the iota articulation by the soft consonants, 
glottizied by the vowels: паьмаы «память», а нем 
«о нем»

– replacement of the consonants к, п, т by the 
geminated ones: палка, такой; the occlusive-gut-
tural: ук1ол, лип1а, учит1ил; the aspirated ones: 
nhakhaihaih «покатать». 

From the sociolinguistic view-point, the main 
factor conditioning the phonetic-phonological in-
terference is considered to be the lack of the de-
velopment of the phonological consciousness and 
the phonetic hearing based on it. The bilingualism 
characteristic phenomenon is the rigidity, i.e. the dif-
fi culty of switching the mechanisms of the speech 
and thinking process and the vocal apparatus from 
the national speech to the Russian one and vice versa. 

In our opinion, it is not quite right to make the 
communication effect be dependent on the degree 
of the interference relevance. Since fi rstly, the con-
text compensates for any abnormality, and second-

ly, any interference phenomenon obstructs the com-
munication, distracting the listener from the train of 
thought. 

The bilingual persons’ pronouncing speech 
culture is affected not only the interference phe-
nomena caused by specifi c features of his/her na-
tive language, but anomalies characteristic of other 
national languages. That is, Dagestan bilingual per-
sons’ Russian speaking is infl uenced by the features 
of both their native language and other Dagestan 
languages. 

The bilingual persons’ Russian speech culture 
is based on the adequate mastering the Russian lan-
guage, its stylistics. 

The only cause of the phonetic interference in 
bilinguals’ Russian speech in the science is consid-
ered to be the difference in the Russian and Dagestan 
phonological systems. But in Dagestan in bilingual 
persons’ Russian speech is infl uenced by features 
of other Dagestan languages. Often a bilingual per-
son, who doesn’t speak the language of the other 
nationality, moves features of this language into the 
Russian speech. The reason for this fact may be the 
infl uence of other people’s, his/her parents’ inter-
fered speech. It results in incorrect speech, not cor-
responding to the literary language norms.

The work is submitted to the International Sci-
entifi c Conference «Science and education pressing 
questions», Moscow, 18-20th April 2011, came to 
the editorial offi ce оn 01.04.2011.
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Russian infrastructure needs competent staff. 
Nowadays this target is among the most important 
ones concerning development and competitiveness 
of the market. The rapid growth of scientifi c and 
technological progress and the obsolescence of 
knowledge reinforce the need for radical change in 
views on the problem of media education in Russia. 
The issue of its necessity, objectives, terminological 
apparatus etc. causes some controversy. The utility 
of its implementation in educational institutions and 
in universities is investigated. Many scholars pro-
claim that students should be competent not only in 
their future fi eld, but also show such personal qual-
ity as media competence. This article investigates 
the etymology of the term «media competence» and 
the necessity of this qualitative characteristic of the 
individual to the student.

Let us turn to the term «media» (Lat. pl. me-
dium – intermediate, mediator). Analysis of scien-


